Political violence is violence which is perpetrated by people or governments in order to achieve political goals. It can include violence which is used by a state against other states (war) or it can describe violence which is used against non-state actors (most notably police brutality or genocide). It can also describe politically-motivated violence which is used by non-state actors against a state (rebellion, rioting, treason or coup d'etat) or it can describe violence which is used against other Since the monopoly on violence belongs to political states, the core problem is the excessive violence of the states. There are two aspects to this problem: violence toward the citizens of the state, and violence toward other states. The author treats these two facets of violence as two sides of one coin. The purpose of this essay is to highlight a possible normative approach toward the violence-free society. The book is devoted to problems of legislative, theoretical and judicial defining of subject of economic crimes in Russian and German criminal law in connection with legal persons. The authors analyze the current theoretical conceptions and case law and formulate proposals for improvement of present approaches. Justice and Violence book. Read 2 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Eickelmann (U. of Southern Mississippi) et al. present a collec... Start by marking "Justice and Violence: Political Violence, Pacifism and Cultural Transformation" as Want to Read. Want to Read saving… Want to Read.